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A brand new HD video revolutionary comes to PS3, Xbox, Apple TV and other HD multimedia
devices with 4Media HD Video Converter for Mac! Designed for Mac users to convert popular
HD videos to HD AVI, H.264/AVC, HD MPEG4 TS, HD MPEG2 TS, HD WMV, HD Quick
Time, HD WMV, etc. and convert HD to general videos like convert AVCHD (.mts, .m2ts) to
AVI/MPEG, the Mac HD converter can also convert between general video files, extract audio
from HD video.

4Media HD Video Converter for Mac not only realizes your dream of watching HD movies
with PS3, Xbox and Apple TV, but also makes it possible to put HD videos on iPod, iPhone,
PSP, Zune, Archos, iRiver PMP, Creative Zen, mobile phone and other multimedia devices.
Special requirements can be satisfied in this AVCHD converter Mac software with the help of
clipping DVD, defining file size, adjusting output parameters and so on.

Easily convert HD videos to your multimedia devices with this amazing HD converter for Mac,
and heartily enjoy HD videos on your multimedia devices now.

Key Functions

Play HD videos with HD devices
Convert High-Definition videos to HD AVI, H.264/AVC, HD MPEG4 TS, HD MPEG2 TS, HD
WMV, HD Quick Time, HD WMV videos on Mac, and enjoy deeply vivid HD movies on HD
devices.

Watch HD videos on portable multimedia devices
Transform HD to SD videos on Mac for transferring to your portable digital devices, such as
convert AVCHD to AVI, MPEG, WMV, etc. Clearer visual feast for you on the go!

Make general videos/audios suitable for multimedia devices
A wide range of general video/audio formats are supported by the Mac HD video converter as
well. Convert between general video/audio files, extract audio from video, and enjoy them on
your devices.

High Mac HD video converting speed
4Media HD Video Converter for Mac provides you with the optimal conversion speed
according to your Mac configuration, thus you can convert HD videos with the least time.

Key Features

Classified and optimized profiles preset
The preset profiles are classified by device type (iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP/PS3, Xbox,
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PMP, mobile phone, etc.), common use and user defined for you to choose the most
applicable one quickly, and all the parameters of any profile are optimized to fit your device
most.

Customize profile parameters for special demand
The video and audio parameters can be adjusted to create a new profile that fits your special
demand. You can save the modified as a user defined profile.

Clip HD video
This feature allows you to pick out all clips you prefer and discard those odds and ends, and if
you want, merge those clips into a new video. Outputting them separately is available as well.

One source to many targets
To realize the dream of one source to many targets at the least time possible, you can set
many profiles on one source at one time with this Mac HD converter software.

One large video to many small clips
File too large? Then specify a split file size or time length, and let the program split the file into
several clips automatically when converting HD videos.

Output file with specified size
Never trouble with outputting file with specified size once with the built-in Bitrate Calculator.
Just enter wanted file size, and promptly get the corresponding bit rate.

Multithreaded and batch HD video conversion on Mac
Support process many Mac HD video converting tasks in batches at one click.

Auto update checking
Specify the HD video converter Mac software check for updates automatically at the intervals
of the period you choose.

Available interface languages
The HD converter for Mac is available in English, French, German, Japanese and Chinese.

System Requirements

OS     Mac OS X v10.4 - 10.6, Snow Leopard support
Processor     PowerPC® G4/G5 or Intel® processor
RAM     512MB RAM
Free Hard Disk     50MB space for installation
Graphic Card     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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